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The Multigame table by Speedcourts consists of the table, 
its boardgames, the foot-support and the chairs (for 2 or 4 
persons depending on the model).
 
TABLE
 Internal steel chassis injected with polyester and with the 
thickness of �berglass treated with special solid resins.
 
GAME BOARD
 The board coating obtains total protection against 
deterioration. It has an Inalterable surface with a 
luminous gel-coating coverings painted and glazed for 
antishock and anti-gra�tti resistance.
 
Its created for all table game versions like chess, chutes 
and ladders, parcheesi, three in stripe, and card games all 
assembled. It can be customized to your game preferen-
ces.
 
Speedcourts can create a board applying any design that 
the customer wishes.

It contains the principal board games 
(chess, chutes and ladders, parcheesi)
It is able to be customized for any game
Stationary outdoors installation is able to 
withsand any kind of weather
Maximum resistence against vandalism

FOOT-SUPPORT
Made of zinc steel and painted with high temerature 
epoxy-polyester and held to the table by autoblocking 
screws and interlaced with steel bracers.
 
The feet are �xated to a base with concrete creating a 
leveling e�ect using bolt-anchorages.

Each table comes with 4 bolts of expansion.
 
CHAIRS
Are made of zinc steel and painted with high temerature 
epoxy-polyester.

The surface bench grooves are properly inlayed into the 
interior for more comfort and safety of the users.
Likewise, the laterals of the seats are properly rounded to 
avoid injury by impact or by falls.

/ Patented Model U.200100107(X) /

Multigames table
2 or 4 chairs
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INSTALLATION
The table is installed on a base of concrete to create a 
leveling e�ect for soft or hard ground.
If the girder is made of concrete, its fascined at the 
anchorage through 4 expanding bolts (including the 
equipment).
 
SECURITY
The laterals of the table and chairs are rounded with the 
purpose to avoid injury by impact or falls

OPTIONS AND CUSTOMIZATION
 Capabilities for any type of game.
 Customized board and lateral design availability.
 
GUARANTEE
 3 years with immediate lifetime repair if the table was 
correctly installed in the ground.

SPECIFICATION FEATURES
 
Dimension of the set 2 seats: 900 x 1.600 mm
 Dimension ot the set 4 seats: 1.600 x 1.600 mm
 Dimensions of game board: 720 x 750 mm
 High of the lateral gable: 90 mm
 Board thickness: 55 mm
 Height of the table: 760 mm
 Weight of the set 2 seats: 81 kg
 Weight of the set 4 seats: 117 kg

Multigames table 2 or 4 chairs


